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WoodRiver 92 shoulder plane

WoodRiver No.92  
medium shoulder plane

The advent and subsequent lower cost of machinery and  
power tools kicked a lot of hand tools into touch, particularly 
specialised hand planes. Take the shoulder plane for instance: 
when I was young it was an essential item but has been 
superseded by other methods; it’s still a very viable tool, 
though, and in furniture and cabinetmaking especially,  
ensures the crispest and cleanest of joints. 

Good-sized plane
WoodRiver’s medium is based on the very desirable Preston 
model. It’s a good-sized plane to own if you are on the hunt  
for one as it covers most bases from cabinetry through to 
bigger joinery and is easy to control, unlike some of the  
more unwieldy large shoulder planes out there.

Build quality is top drawer; the body is ductile steel so will 
withstand a fall and is machined to a fine finish. Squareness  
of sole to the sides is an essential factor on these planes as 
they need to register from both faces to do the full range of 
their work and it doesn’t disappoint here, registering smack  
on when I put my engineer’s square to them.

The iron
The iron is Mn65 steel hardened to Rockwell 60-64Rc, 
although I have to say that the composition of such steels  
is lost on me. All I know is that it feels hard on the stone  

You’ll be hard-pushed to find anything 
wrong with this medium shoulder

Specification
Overall length: 225mm
Width: 19mm
Blade bedding angle: 15° 

Price: £129.95
Web: www.
woodworkersworkshop.
co.uk

PROS
 Adjustable mouth
 Superb quality
 Holds a great edge

CONS
 No/minimal lateral   

    adjustment

RATING: 5 out of 5

and takes a great edge that is durable, slicing end-grain  
to leave a polished finish.
   The iron has bevelled sides to aid the cut when working  
into a corner such as a shoulder line, tenon or rebate, and  
is marginally wider than the sole of the plane to ensure  
the corners are cleaned crisply.
   Advancing the iron is pretty standard, a fine adjuster at the 
rear altering the cut, but as with most shoulder planes there’s 
no lateral adjustment and the tolerances between the iron  
and the side of the body are tight, so it’s essential you hone  
as squarely as you can to keep things on track, especially  
as the 12° bedding angle accentuates any discrepancy.
   Where this plane stands out against the original Preston 
design is the inclusion of an adjustable mouth that sets the 
mouth as tight as possible to minimise tear-out on fine fitting 
work while also allowing a wider opening for quicker removal  
of stock if the job needs it.

In summary
I found the plane very comfortable in standard planing work, 
such as easing tongues and rebates, as well as on its flat for 
trimming shoulder lines; the sculpted lever cap along with the 
polished eased edges of the body give a great feel in the hand.
At around £70 cheaper than its nearest premium brand rival, 
and boasting better features, it should be high on your list. AK

The lever cap is easy to remove to allow access 
to the iron

You can open up the mouth quite widely

Slots in the rear of the iron engage the 
advance adjuster

Using the plane in a conventional manner on 
long-grain work is comfortable

Adjustments to the mouth are made with a slotted 
screwdriver

The plane excels at end-grain work; fine controlled 
cuts are easy


